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i too am in the same predicament as the op and have been working with tech support in redmond to
no avail. no matter what i do, i can no longer activate office 2010 (primary user with s-1 plan) and i

even have the keys handy to prove it, but activation still fails. tech support has told me that i can use
a temporary office 365 license key. i'm not too sure what that is or where i would get that key. the
only thing i have been able to do is to do a re-arm on the microsoft servers, but the activation still
fails. i'm at my wits end. is there anyone else that knows what to do? i'm a little confused by this. i

have a.net subscription (subscription was cancelled 6-13-2011), but i activated with my pro product
key (s-1). i also have a domain account that has the same s-1 subscription on it. i also have a

separate, personal account with a.net subscription, that i activated with the same pro product key. if i
were to cancel my.net subscription, could i still use the pro product key that i activated, and what

would happen to my domain account? hey all, i'm having a problem activating office 2010. i started
my trial on september 1, 2009, upgraded to the the standard ed. october 17, 2009, then had a

problem with my mail (i think it was server-side) so i had to reinstall my os, and when i re-activated
office, it told me my trial was expired. so i bought office 2010 pro, and activated it. my trial expired
october 1, 2010. so i tried to activate, and it told me my activation key was invalid. so i used the re-
arm to extend the activation period to october 1, 2011. i then tried to activate, and it was the same
message: activation key is invalid. i tried to re-arm, and it told me that my activation key was not

valid.
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hi chartech, i too am in the same
situation and the only thing i

have to try is a rearm.
unfortunately when you use a
customer's activation key, you

are the only one who can use it.
but if you can't use office (and
there is no key recorded for it)

you should be able to easily
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rearm the system. i believe you
can do this either in a windows or
office login screen, but i cannot

remember which. i have the
same problem. i have been using
office 2010 since the beta version

when it was first available and
have not had any problems with
it and now it is not activating at
all. at work we have a copy of
office 2010 installed but have

never activated because the copy
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was licensed for 10 users and
now that i have another 10 users
who have to use office there are
multiple accounts that we can

not use. we have had the office
2010 serial keys and they work in
all the other accounts. we have

been up for 3 days and have
been trying to figure out what to
do. hi chartech, i also have office
2010 professional plus, but my

keys have worked. i was
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wondering if the office 2010
professional plus key would work
on my other office 2010 pro plus
version since they have the same

product code so i am trying to
use the key that i recorded on

the w7 original install. microsoft
has a free service for office 2010
activation, but i have tried that
on this machine and it doesn't
recognize the key. i have tried

registering, buying, all of it, and it
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doesn't work. i have used every
key that i have available and

they have all worked and
registered perfectly. so i am

confused as to why they won't
work. i have even tried

registering with a new key, with
no success. i can install, but

when i go to activate it, it won't
work. i have not reinstalled yet,

but i am not sure if that will help.
is there something else that i
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should do before reinstalling?
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